Microsoft Teams
Calling (MTC)
Deployment
Simplify Your Enterprise Voice Services with MTC
Are you already using Microsoft Teams for a chat? Adding on Microsoft Teams
Calling (MTC) means your workforce doesn't need to learn a whole new system.
Empower today’s workforce with MTC to collaborate, communicate and stay
productive from anywhere, on any device.
Cambay, a Microsoft Managed Partner, provides consulting services to help you
retire your legacy PBX and PSTN workloads and re-platform them into a costeffective service like Microsoft Teams Calling (MTC) thus, accelerating your digital
transformation from on-prem to cloud.

Microsoft Teams Calling: 2-Week Deployment
Microsoft Teams is a hub to integrate the content, people, and tools your team
needs to work together, even when they need to work apart. Microsoft Teams is
already included in your Microsoft 365 subscription. Cambay’s MTC 2-Week
deployment helps you build a plan to deploy and run MTC on Microsoft 365.

WHY CAMBAY

Microsoft Gold Competencies – Cloud
Productivity, and Collaboration &
Content
Our proven approach,
comprehensive methodology, and
toolsets ensures smooth migration to
Microsoft Teams Calling.
Helped several hundred customers
successfully migrate end-users in the
cloud & transform business
communications into more
collaborative & engaging interactions.

Simplify communications with one platform/solution
Work smarter by bringing together calling, chat, and meetings, all-in-one app.
Quickly start a call from Teams, Outlook, or your mobile device.
Collaborate in the Office apps within calls and meetings.

Deploy and call from anywhere, on any device
Stay connected with a single phone number across any device - Computer, mobile and desk phone
Turn a call into a group meeting without hanging up or re-dialing.

Assign and deliver rich calling features
Stay productive with call answering rules and cloud voicemail to screen calls
Leverage cloud calling features - Consultative transfers, music on hold, call park, and more.
Work as a team with group call pickup, delegation, and shared line appearance.
Simplify connectivity, management, and security controls
Streamline setup and management
Perform user and admin training for up to 4 hours and configure the platform with the right plan for
up to 100 users.
Showcase and customize 2-3 reports in the Admin center to allow you to recognize your ROI by
replacing legacy-based PBX and PSTN systems.

Cost - $10,000 for MTC 2-week deployment
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